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Abstract
Trying to interpret recent matrix model results (hep-th/0101011) we discuss computa-
tion of classical free energy of exact dilatonic 2-d black hole from the effective action of
string theory. The euclidean space-time action evaluated on the black hole background
is divergent due to linear dilaton vacuum contribution, and its finite part depends on a
subtraction procedure. The thermodynamic approach based on subtracting the vacuum
contribution for fixed values of temperature and dilaton charge at the “wall” gives (as in
the leading-order black hole case) S = M/T for the entropy and zero value for the free
energy F . We suggest that in order to establish a correspondence with a non-vanishing
matrix model result for F one may need an alternative reparametrization-invariant sub-
traction procedure using analogy with non-critical string theory (i.e. replacing the spatial
coordinate by the dilaton field). The subtraction of the dilaton divergence then produces
a finite value for the free energy. We also propose a microscopic estimate for the entropy
and energy of the black hole based on the contribution of non-singlet states of the matrix
model.
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1. Introduction
Recent investigation [1] suggested a way to compute free energy of the dilatonic 2-d
black hole [2,3] using matrix model methods. It is of obvious interest to try to compare
the matrix model prediction with the free energy which follows from the string low-energy
space-time effective action.
The previous analysis of thermodynamics of euclidean black hole [4] used the leading-
order (1-loop) background of [3] with the conclusion that the entropy is S =M/T , implying
that the black-hole free energy F = E−ST is zero (equivalent results were found in [5,6,7]).
Here E =M is the leading-order black hole mass (equal to its ADM mass [2,4,5]), i.e. the
full energy minus the divergent dilaton vacuum contribution.
At the same time, the bosonic matrix model calculation [1] gave a non-zero result
−F0 = βF ∝ e−2φ0 (1.1)
for the tree-level part of the string theory partition function. One may try to reconcile these
facts by acknowledging that since the full string-theory expression contains the divergent
dilaton vacuum contribution, a finite (subtracted) value of free energy may be ambiguous,
i.e. non-universal [1]. The finite matrix model result was obtained by solving Toda equa-
tion with certain natural boundary conditions. On string theory (effective gravitational
field theory) side, one finds a finite (zero) value for F after a particular (thermodynamic
ensemble motivated) subtraction of the dilaton vacuum contribution.
The comparison between string theory and matrix model results in [1] was referring
to the analysis of 2-d black hole thermodynamics for the leading-order form of the black
hole background. One may expect that the effective field theory result F = 0 may change
if one considers the exact (all-order in α′) form [8] of the black hole background. For
example, one may finish with S = νM/T , where ν is a numerical coefficient different from
one, leading to F 6= 0.
The aim of the present paper is to address this issue. First, we shall repeat the
thermodynamic analysis of [4] replacing the leading-order black hole background by its
exact form. We shall show that the subtracted black-hole part of the free energy is still
zero. Our discussion will highlight several important open questions, in particular, the
origin of boundary terms in string theory effective action and the meaning and consistent
implementation of subtraction of the dilaton vacuum contribution.
The approach of [4] to computing the free energy is based on the assumption that one
can prepare the canonical ensemble (for the black hole in equilibrium with radiation) with
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any values of the temperature and dilaton charge at the boundary. At the same time, the
value of the temperature of the 2-d dilatonic black hole background in string theory is not a
free parameter being fixed by the central charge condition. The thermodynamic approach
is thus implicitly assuming that this constraint can be relaxed, i.e. that the temperature
can be made arbitrary by adding extra matter fields.
This approach may not, however, be an adequate one for comparison with the matrix
model. We shall suggest that in this case one should use a different subtraction procedure
in defining the effective action. As a result, we shall find a non-zero value for the string
partition function on 2-sphere consistent with the matrix model prediction [1].
While in the case of the fermionic string (with N = 1 world-sheet supersymmetry) the
leading-order 2-d black hole solution of [3,2] is exact, it receives, in general, α′-corrections
in the bosonic case. Below (in section 3) we shall reconsider the computation of the
classical contribution to the black hole free energy using the α′-corrected form of the
background [8] (see also [9,10]). This background is the exact solution of the conformal
invariance equations to all orders in sigma model loop expansion in the standard (dimen-
sional regularization with minimal subtraction) scheme [11,12,13].1 We shall follow closely
the discussion in [4] (see also [5,6]). Their results showed analogy with similar results in
four dimensions [15] but the presence of the dilaton field introduced important subtleties.
The question of computing the entropy for the exact black hole background of [8]
was raised already in [4], but it was not clear how to do that computation given that the
free energy should be determined by the value of the full Euclidean string action I (with
unknown higher order α′n corrections) evaluated on the exact solution.2
In spite of the fact that the higher order α′ terms in I are not known in general, one
of our main observations is that the value of the full action at the exact conformal point,
i.e. its exact extremum, may be computed, provided one makes a natural assumption
about the structure of the boundary terms in the action. As we shall argue in section
2, the (properly defined) volume term in the effective action always vanishes at its exact
extremum, and there exists a natural simple choice for the boundary term.
In section 3 we shall first review the structure of the exact 2-d black hole background
[8] and then compute the value of the boundary term in the action on this background.
1 There exists a formal scheme in which the leading-order solution remains exact [13,14], but
it is the exact background which is “seen” by a string (tachyon) probe [8].
2 For discussions of black hole entropy in higher derivative gravity theories see, e.g.,
[16,17,18,19].
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In section 3.1 we shall find the corresponding free energy F and entropy S by introducing
an IR cutoff (“position of a wall”) and treating, following [4], the dilaton charge and
the temperature at the wall as the arguments of F . Subtracting the dilaton vacuum
contribution from the energy and thus getting the black hole mass M we shall then find
that S =M/T , implying that the free energy vanishes. We shall then explain in section 3.2
an alternative (non-critical string theory motivated) subtraction procedure for the string
effective action on the black hole background. It leads to a finite value of the action which
is qualitatively consistent with the expression in [1]. Alternative ways of doing the infinite
subtraction of the dilaton vacuum contribution will be discussed in section 3.3.
In section 4 we shall review the matrix model result of [1] for the free energy in the
tree approximation and try to extract from it the energy and the entropy of the black hole
(related matrix model Hamiltonian will be given in Apendix).
Some concluding remarks will be made in section 5.
2. Bulk and boundary terms in string theory effective action
The standard way to compute a classical entropy associated with a gravitational back-
ground is to evaluate the Euclidean effective action on this solution [15]. One follows the
analogy with path integral approach to quantum gravity where the partition function is
given by the integral over the space of all field configurations that are periodic in Euclidean
time. The classical contribution is thus e−I = e−βF .
The string effective action for “massless” modes should be given, in general, by the
sum of a bulk term IM and a boundary term I∂M. Evaluating it on a solution following
[15] one gets the free energy
F = T I , I = IM + I∂M , T = β
−1 . (2.1)
Both terms in I are expected to be infinite series in α′ and thus are not known exactly.
We shall by-pass this problem by arguing that a properly defined bulk term IM should
actually vanish when evaluated on the exact conformal background, while the correspond-
ing boundary contribution I∂M in this case should be given just by the two standard
lowest-derivative metric and dilaton dependent terms. If the explicit all-order form of a
conformal background is known, one is then able to get the exact expression for the free
energy F just by evaluating the two leading boundary terms in I on this background.
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Let us consider first the bulk term IM. To obtain the effective action for the massless
closed string metric and dilaton fields I[G, φ] from the string partition function Z (gen-
erating functional for correlators of vertex operators [20]) one needs to subtract both the
massless poles (UV logarithms) [21] and the SL(2, C) Mo¨bius infinities [22]. While the
former are power-like in the open string case [23,24], they are also logarithmic in the closed
string case [24,22], implying that an “extra” log should be subtracted from Z. The RG
invariant way to do that subtraction is to apply ∂
∂lnǫ
to the bare value of Z [22]. Expressed
in terms of renormalized couplings (tuning the renormalized value of the tachyon coupling
to zero) the effective action is then given by [22,25] (λi = (G, φ))
IM = −( ∂Z
∂lnǫ
)ǫ=1 = β
i · δZ
δλi
, (2.2)
where the objects in the second equality are assumed to be expressed in terms of the
renormalized couplings. One can then argue that there exists a scheme where [22,25]
IM = −
( ∂V
∂lnǫ
)
ǫ=1
, V = κ0
∫
M
dDx V , V ≡
√
G e−2φ . (2.3)
Here G and φ in V are the running (cut-off dependent) couplings. Using the diffeomorphism
invariance of Z, the expression for IM can be rewritten also as IM = β¯
i · δZδλi , where
β¯i = βi + (δλi)α′∂φ are the Weyl-anomaly coefficients, which differ from the β-functions
by the diffeomorphism terms, i.e. β¯φ = βφ + α′∂mφ∂mφ, β¯
G
mn = β
G
mn + 2α
′DmDnφ.
Explicitly (κ0 ∼ α′−D/2)
IM = κ0
∫
M
dDx
√
G e−2φ
(
2βφ − 12GmnβGmn
)
= 2κ0
∫
M
dDx
√
G e−2φ β˜φ , (2.4)
where the “central charge Lagrangian”
β˜φ = β¯φ − 1
4
Gmnβ¯Gmn (2.5)
is the total conformal anomaly of the 2-d σ-model (coinciding with the central charge at
the conformal point): < T aa >=
1
4π β˜
φR(2) + O(β¯G). The leading terms in its derivative
expansion are
β˜φ = c0 − 1
4
α′(R+ 4D2φ− 4∂mφ∂mφ) +O(α′2R2mnkl) , c0 =
1
6
(D − 26) . (2.6)
The resulting action reproduces the Weyl-invariance conditions β¯i = 0 as its equations of
motion [26].
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Even though we do not know the explicit form of the “central charge” β˜φ to all orders
in α′, we can still deduce that since β˜φ = 0 is one of the conditions of 2-d Weyl invariance
(dilaton equation of motion), the bulk term in the action given by (2.4),(2.6) vanishes on
any exact string solution.
This is the expected conclusion: the partition function of a 2-d CFT should not
depend on a cutoff, and thus its derivative in (2.2) (or, equivalently, its ratio with the
infinite volume of the SL(2, C) Mo¨bius group one needs to divide over to obtain the string
theory partition function on S2) should vanish at a conformal point.
Let us now turn to the boundary contribution I∂M. While we do not know how to
derive it systematically from the string σ-model path integral, one can try to fix it using
indirect considerations. The two leading field-dependent terms in (2.6) – R and D2φ –
contain second derivatives, so we may follow the standard logic of “integrating by parts”,
i.e. adding the corresponding boundary terms to have a well-posed variational principle
that involves only the fields and their first derivatives [27,15]. That gives
I∂M = −2α′κ0
∫
∂M
dD−1x
√
γ e−2φ(K − 2∂nφ) = −2α′κ0
∫
∂M
dD−1x
√
γ ∇a(e−2φna) ,
(2.7)
where ∂n = n
a∇a (na is the unit outward normal vector to the boundary), K is the second
fundamental form of the boundary ∇ana and γ is the induced metric. For a diagonal
metric of the type we shall consider below this can be put in the following simple form
I∂M = −2α′κ0
∫
∂M
dD−1x ∂n(
√
Ge−2φ) = −2α′κ0
∫
∂M
dD−1x ∂nV , (2.8)
where V is the same volume density as in (2.3).
Naively, one could think that the presence of higher-order terms in the beta functions
and the effective action implies that one should also add higher-derivative terms to the
boundary part of the action. However, in general it is not possible to derive such terms
just from the requirement of having a consistent initial value problem [28].3
3 In the standard QFT context higher-derivative boundary terms are indeed induced in the
quantum effective action if one quantizes matter fields coupled to gravity on a manifold with
boundary. Heuristically, one could try, by analogy with how that is done for the Seeley coefficients
of Laplacians, to derive the boundary terms which are associated with higher-order (Rn+...) terms
in IM by replacingM by its double with no boundary, and then computing IM for the fields on the
double that will have delta-function-type singularities along the joining (boundary) submanifold,
producing boundary terms as a result. However, there does not seem to be an intrinsic reason for
this procedure in the present context. Again, the idea of reconstructing boundary terms from a
well-definiteness of variational problem does not seem to apply to higher-order terms (one would
in any case need to fix all higher derivatives of variation of the fields at the boundary).
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Our main assumption will be that (at least at the conformal point) (2.7) represents
the exact expression for the boundary term in the tree-level string effective action. This
is a natural assumption for the following reason. If one defines the string effective action
by reconstructing it from the string scattering amplitudes on an asymptotically flat space-
time, one needs to properly define the 2-nd derivative (propagator) terms in the action –
by adding the boundary terms (2.7).4 One may then think that all higher-order corrections
(that can be always arranged so that they do not change the propagators of the massless
fields [30,31]) should represent interaction vertices (treated perturbatively in α′) and thus
should not be accompanied by boundary terms.
3. Free energy of exact 2-d black hole background
The 2-d black hole background [3] was shown in [2] to be described by exact CFT
represented by gauged SL(2, R)/U(1) WZW model. The exact background as “seen” by a
local fundamental string probe (tachyon field) was extracted by [8] from the Hamiltonian
of this CFT interpreted as a generalized Laplacian on the coset space.5 It was checked that
this background is indeed a solution of the β¯i = 0 equations at the 2-loop [13] and 3-loop
[12] levels (with the beta-function computed in the standard dimensional regularization
with minimal subtraction scheme).
The expression for a background extracted from a gauged WZW model is, in general,
scheme-dependent [13,14]. There exist a non-standard “leading-order scheme” in which the
background has its leading-order 1-loop form (but the tachyon beta-function is modified
by α′ corrections) and a “CFT scheme” where (in bosonic case) the background gets
corrections to all orders in α′ (but the tachyon equation retains its leading-order form).6
The two backgrounds describe the same string geometry in the sense that since a local
probe of the geometry is the tachyon field, and the tachyon equation remains exactly the
same differential equation as implied by the coset CFT (even though it looks different
when expressed in terms of different couplings G and φ).
4 Note that the classical graviton S-matrix in the Einstein theory is indeed generated by the
boundary term K in (2.7) evaluated on asymptotic wave h(in) dependent solution of the Einstein
equations [29].
5 The same background can be obtained also directly in the σ-model framework by integrating
out 2-d gauge fields [9,10] (see [14] for a review).
6 Note that in 2 dimensions one can always choose a scheme such that any solution of the
effective equations has its leading-order form [32].
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The Euclidean 2-d black hole background in the leading-order scheme [3,2]
ds2lead = dx
2 + tanh2bx dτ2 , φlead = φ0 − ln cosh bx , (3.1)
is related to the “exact” background in the CFT scheme [8]7
ds2 = dx2 +
tanh2bx
1 − p tanh2bx dτ
2 , (3.2)
φ = φ0 − ln cosh bx− 14 ln(1 − p tanh2bx) , (3.3)
α′b2 =
1
k − 2 , p ≡
2α′b2
1 + 2α′b2
=
2
k
, D − 26 + 6α′b2 = 0 , (3.4)
by the following local covariant redefinition [13]
(Gmn)lead = Gmn − 2α
′
1 + 12α
′R
[∂mφ∂nφ− (∂φ)2Gmn] , (3.5)
φlead = φ− 14 ln(1 + 12α′R) .
Note also that8 √
Glead e
−2φlead =
√
G e−2φ . (3.6)
eφ0 = gs is the string coupling at the horizon x = 0 (tip of the “cigar”).
To find the free energy we shall use the exact form of the background (3.2). Since
β˜φ (computed in the standard scheme) vanishes for the exact background (3.2),(3.3), the
bulk term in the action (2.4) is zero, and thus the free energy (2.1) is determined by the
boundary term (2.7). In view of the representation (2.8) and the equality of the two volume
density factors (3.6), the boundary contribution (2.7) evaluated for the exact background
will look formally the same as for the leading solution computed in [4]. However, the
thermodynamic properties of the two backgrounds differ since they have different large
distance asymptotics.
The metrics (3.1) and (3.2) are of the form
ds2 = dx2 + f2(x)dτ2 , (3.7)
7 In our normalization the σ-model action is: I = 1
4piα′
∫
d2z
√
g [∂ax
m∂axnGmn(x) +
α′R(2)φ(x)]. The coordinates that naturally appear in the WZW context are: r = bx, ϕ = bτ ,
α′b2 = 1
k−2
.
8 Such equality of the measure factors is true in general for backgrounds obtained from gauged
WZW models [9,10].
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for which (2.7) reduces to (2.8) and thus gives (in what follows we set α′κ0 = 1)
I∂M = −2
∫ β0
0
dτ ∂x(fe
−2φ)|x=xbndry . (3.8)
As a result, we get the same-looking expression for the action as found in [4] for (3.1))
I∂M = −2β0 b e−2φ0 cosh 2bxbndry . (3.9)
Here β0 is the period of τ which is determined from the condition of the absence of conical
singularity near x = 0.9 From (3.3) we get (taking x→ 0)
T0 = β
−1
0 =
b
2π
=
1
2π
√
α′
√
k − 2 . (3.10)
As a consequence, (3.9) becomes
I∂M = −4π e−2φ0 cosh 2bxbndry . (3.11)
Note that while for the leading-order background (3.2) f(x)→ 1 for large x and thus the
asymptotic temperature is the same as T0, this is not true for the exact background (3.2):
here f(x)→ (1− p)−1/2 and thus the Hawking temperature is [33]10
T = β−1 =
b
2π
(1− p)1/2 = T0(1− p)1/2
=
T0√
1 + 8π2α′T 20
=
1
2π
√
α′
√
k
=
√
p
2π
√
2
√
α′
. (3.12)
Below we shall keep the dependence on the parameter p in (3.2),(3.3) explicit so that the
quantities corresponding to the leading-order black hole can be recovered by setting p = 0
(see (3.4)). Note that if we put D = 2 in (3.4) we get α′b2 = 4, i.e. k = 94 [2] and thus
the temperature will not be a free parameter. It is possible to assume instead that the
temperature may be changed by changing the effective central charge as a result of varying
the number N(= D−2) of extra massless “matter” fields that can be added to the system.
9 As usual, the flat space has topology of a cylinder, S1 × R1, where the Euclidean time is
periodic with an arbitrary period, while the Euclidean black hole has topology of a hemisphere,
so its local temperature is given by the inverse proper periodicity of the Euclidean time needed
to obtain a regular disc metric near the tip.
10 One could, of course, avoid introducing T0 by rescaling τ in the metric (3.2) so that to make
(3.7) having the canonical flat space form at infinity with f → 1. Then T would be the inverse
period of the Euclidean time.
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3.1. Thermodynamic “subtraction at the wall” approach
As usual, we shall restrict x to the interval 0 ≤ x <∞. Following [4], let us compute
all thermodynamic quantities not directly at the boundary x =∞ but at a finite distance
x = xw (“position of a wall”) treating this as an IR regularization. We shall then subtract
the divergent contribution of the asymptotic cylinder. This regularization is needed since
one does not have a translationally invariant vacuum at infinity: there is a linearly growing
dilaton.
The value of the temperature at the wall is determined by the periodicity of the
effective Euclidean time coordinate there, i.e. [4] (τ in (3.2) has the period β0, see (3.10))
Tw = T (xw) = T0f
−1(xw) = T0(coth
2 bxw − p)1/2 , (3.13)
or, equivalently,
Tw = T
(
coth2 bxw − p
1− p
)1/2
, T = Tw(xw =∞) . (3.14)
Note that as in the case of the leading-order background with p = 0 one has Tw ≥ T .
As in [4] we shall view the values of the temperature Tw = T (xw) and the dilaton
φw = φ(xw) as the basic free parameters of the thermodynamic system.
We define the dilaton charge as in [4]
Dw = e−2φw = e−2φ0 cosh2 bxw (1 − p tanh2bxw)1/2 . (3.15)
Then the free energy at the wall that follows from (3.9) is
Fw = TwI∂M(xw) = −4πTwe−2φ0 cosh 2bxw
= −4πDw (
√
T 2w + pT
2
0 +
T 20√
T 2w + pT
2
0
) ≡ F (Dw, Tw) . (3.16)
For p = 0 this reduces to the expression for the leading-order background (3.1) in [4]. Note
that the free energy is divergent for xw →∞
Fw = −2πTe−2φ0 [e2bxw + 2(1− p)−1 +O(e−bxw)] . (3.17)
One may try to subtract the divergence in a naive way, getting a non-zero result for the
free energy (but zero value of the energy, see subsection 3.3 below). However, such a direct
subtraction of the e2bxw term is problematic since it is coordinate-dependent.
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One systematic approach is to follow [4,6] and to subtract the flat space vacuum
contribution to the free energy at fixed values of the basic variables Tw and Dw. The flat
space metric is (3.7) with f = 1 and φ = φ′0 − bx, so that (3.8) gives11 I(vac)∂M = −4βwbDw,
where we took the period of τ to be βw and replaced e
−2φ by Dw. Then
F (vac)w = TwI
(vac)
∂M = −4bDw = −8πT0Dw , (3.18)
so that the subtracted value of the free energy is
F ′w = Fw − F (vac)w = −4πDw (
√
T 2w + pT
2
0 +
T 20√
T 2w + pT
2
0
− 2T0) . (3.19)
Expanding this at xw →∞ we find
F ′w = −4πTe−2φ0e−2bxw +O(e−4bxw) , i.e. F ′∞ = 0 . (3.20)
Thus the subtracted value of the free energy vanishes.
The basic thermodynamic relations are
Sw = −
(
∂Fw
∂Tw
)
Dw
, ψw = −
(
∂Fw
∂Dw
)
Tw
, (3.21)
Ew = Fw + SwTw , (3.22)
where S is the entropy, ψ is the chemical potential associated with the dilaton charge and
E is the total energy. From (3.18)
S(vac)w = 0 , E
(vac)
w = F
(vac)
w = −4bDw . (3.23)
Differentiating (3.16) over Tw we find
Sw = 4πDw(1 + pT
2
0
T 2w
)−3/2[1− (1− p)T
2
0
T 2w
] = 4πDw(1 + p
1− p
T 2
T 2w
)−3/2(1− T
2
T 2w
) . (3.24)
While the entropy was constant for the leading p = 0 solution [4], this is no longer so for
the exact solution. Explicitly, in terms of xw
Sw = 4πe
−2φ0(1 − p tanh2bxw) , (3.25)
11 We take the flat space metric as dx2 + dτ ′2 where τ ′ has periodicity βw. An equivalent
approach is to take it as the asymptotic form of (3.2), dx2 + (1 − p)−1dτ2 with periodicity of
(1− p)−1/2τ still being βw to match the definition of temperature in (3.13). Note also that, as in
[4], we ignore the contribution of the other boundary of the flat-space vacuum cylinder.
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so that the entropy is positive as long as p < 1, i.e. k − 2 > 0. Its asymptotic xw → ∞
boundary value is12
S = 4πe−2φ0(1− p) . (3.26)
For the energy (3.22) we find
Ew = −4πDw T
2
0
Tw
(1 + p
T 20
T 2w
)−3/2[2 + p+ p(p+ 1)
T 20
T 2w
]
= −4πe−2φ0T0(sinh 2bxw + p tanh bxw)(1 − p tanh2bxw)1/2 . (3.27)
Like the full free energy (3.17), this expression is divergent at large xw – it should represent
the combined energy of the background dilaton field and the black hole. Subtracting the
vacuum value E
(vac)
w in (3.23) following [4] we get
E′w = Ew − E(vac)w = 8πDwT0
[
1− T0
Tw
(1 + p
T 20
T 2w
)−3/2
(
1 +
1
2
p+ (p2 + p)
T 20
2T 2w
)]
= 4πTe−2φ0(1− p) +O(e−2bxw) . (3.28)
The asymptotic value of the subtracted energy should represent the mass of the black
hole,13
M = E′ = 4πTe−2φ0(1− p) . (3.29)
Expressing the entropy (3.26) in terms of the mass we thus get
S = βE′ =
M
T
. (3.30)
This is the same relation that was found in [4] for the leading-order black hole (and is
the 2-d analog of the 4-d Schwarzschild black hole relation S = 4πM2). It is, of course,
consistent with the vanishing of the subtracted value of the free energy in (3.20).
12 It is non-zero since the vanishing of the factor 1 − T 2
T 2w
in (3.25) at xw = ∞ is compensated
by the divergence of the dilaton factor.
13 This expression agrees, for p = 0, with the ADM mass of the leading-order black hole [2,4,5].
One may expect that, like the free energy, the ADM mass of the exact black hole should not
depend on the unknown details of the bulk term in the action, and should be given just by
a boundary term. However, the expressions for the ADM mass in [2,4,5] (see also [34]) were
derived using leading-order form of the action or equations of motion and do not seem to apply
to the present exact background. In particular, the above result for M is different from what
follows from the expression MADM = 2(e
−2φ∂xf)x=∞ in [4] for the background (3.2),(3.3) (we
correct a misprint in [4]: f2 → f ; equivalent result was given in [5]). It also disagrees with the
expression for the mass given in [33]. Using the definitions of the ADM mass in [4,5] one finds
M = 4piTe−2φ0(1− p)−3/2 . The definition in [2], i.e. M = 4e−2φ∞∂xϕ, φ = φ∞ + ϕ+ O(e−4bx)
(see also [34]) gives M = 4piTe−2φ0(1− p)−1 . All these expressions agree for p = 0 only.
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3.2. “Dilaton subtraction” approach
Given that the matrix model result [1] for the tree-level free energy is finite and non-
zero, it is natural to try to look for alternative prescriptions for computing F that may
also give a non-vanishing result on the effective field theory side. Let us go back to the
expression for the Euclidean action (3.11) and suggest a subtraction procedure that seems
naturally adapted to comparison with the matrix model calculation.
The matrix model computation uses Sine-Liouville model (see section 4 below) so the
spatial direction x in (3.2) may be interpreted as a “Liouville direction” ϕ. Furthermore,
it can be always traded for the dilaton field φ which is the true counterpart of the Liouville
field ϕ.14 Let us then re-express the effective action (3.11) in terms of the dilaton variable
φ using (3.3)
I∂M = − 4π
1− pe
−2φ0
[
−1 +
√
p2 + 4(1− p)e−4(φ−φ0)
]
. (3.31)
This expression contains a divergence corresponding to the infrared behaviour φ→ −∞ in
the target space. This divergence may be interpreted as an UV one on the world sheet of
the Sine-Liouville model regarded as a non-critical string theory (if ϕ is associated with the
conformal factor of the 2-d metric then the covariant cutoff corresponds to e−2ϕ|∆z|2 >
1/Λ2 → 0). Introducing a cutoff Λ on e−φ →∞ (similar to the cutoff used in the matrix
model) we get from (3.31)
I∂M ≃ − 8π
(1− p)1/2Λ
2 +
4π
1− pe
−2φ0 − πp
(1− p)3/2 e
2φ0
1
Λ2
+O(
1
Λ4
) . (3.32)
As in the matrix model approach discussed in section 4, it is natural to drop the non-
universal cutoff-dependent terms in (3.32). We then obtain the following finite value for
the string partition function15
−F0 ≡ I ′∂M =
4π
1− pe
−2φ0 . (3.33)
It has the same scaling F ∼ e−2φ0 ∼ g−2s as the matrix model result. The coefficients are
difficult to compare systematically: for that one needs to determine several more orders in
the g2s expansion.
14 For example, one can change coordinates in (3.2),(3.3) so that the dilaton becomes a linear
function of the new coordinate x′.
15 The same expression for the finite value of the action (3.9) was obtained by S. Alexandrov
using a subtraction of the flat space contribution “at equal dilatons” [35].
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3.3. Alternative subtractions
One may look also for other alternative subtractions that may reconcile the results of
the matrix model and effective field theory approaches. One could expect that a subtracted
field-theory expression for F could be zero for the leading-order p = 0 background but non-
zero for p 6= 0, i.e. for the exact background. However, such a prescription which is, at
the same time, consistent with thermodynamic relations does not seem to exist. Let us
make few remarks about other subtraction recipes which either lead to the zero value of
the energy inconsistent with thermodynamics or still give F = 0 for any value of p.
First, let us go back to the expansion (3.17) and subtract the divergence in the naive
(non-reparametrization invariant) way, thus getting a non-zero result for the free energy
F ′ = −4πTe−2φ0(1− p)−1 . (3.34)
If one formally computes the entropy according to S∞ = −∂Fw∂T one then gets the result
S = 4πe−2φ0(1− p)−1 , (3.35)
which is different from (3.26) but is still in agreement with the leading-order expression
for the entropy once we set p = 0: S = 4π(e−2φ)horizon = 4πe
−2φ0 [4,6]. The problem,
however, is that then E′ = F ′+ ST (see (3.22)) is zero instead of being equal to the black
hole mass.
This is a general conclusion: if one considers the subtracted value of the free energy
to be a finite linear function of the temperature directly at infinity and varies T then the
resulting entropy is constant while the energy is zero.16
Another possibility is to follow [5] and modify the definition of the boundary term in
the action (3.8) to make the subtraction of the infinite term automatic
I ′∂M = −2
∫ β0
0
dτ ∂x[(f − f∞)e−2φ]|x=xbndry . (3.36)
Compared to (3.36) we replaced f by f − f∞, where f∞ is its asymptotic value, i.e.
(1− p)−1/2 in the case of (3.2). This gives, expanding for large x,
I ′∂M = −4πe−2φ0
1− 2p
(1− p)2 e
−2bx +O(e−4bx) , (3.37)
i.e. the subtracted value of the action and thus of the free energy is again zero for any p.
16 One could try to use an alternative recipe by observing that since in the present case p
is related to k or b and thus to T (see (3.4),(3.12)) one should re-express everything in terms
of T before differentiating over it. In that case (3.34) would take the form (see (3.12)) F ′ =
−4pie−2φ0 T
1−8pi2α′T 2
so that the entropy would be S = 4pie−2φ0 1+8pi
2α′T 2
1−8pi2α′T 2
. The problem with this
attempt is that for α′ → 0 one does not reproduce the previous leading-order result for the energy
(black hole mass): the energy still vanishes in the α′ → 0 limit.
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4. Free energy in matrix model of 2-d black hole
4.1. Noncritical cM = 1 string theory and free energy from matrix model
The matrix quantum mechanics (MQM) description of the 2-d string theory on the
black hole background [1] appeared to be possible due to the duality, proposed in [36],
between the two sigma models: the ( SL(2,C)SU(2)×U(1) )k “Euclidean black hole” coset model [2]
and the Sine-Liouville (SL) theory with the action (in this section α′=1)
SSL = 1
4π
∫
d2z
[
(∂X)2 + (∂ϕ)2 +QRˆϕ+ λeγϕ cos R(XL −XR)
]
. (4.1)
Here the scalar field X (decomposed on shell as X(z, z¯) = XL(z¯)+XR(z)) is compactified
on a circle of radius R and ϕ is the “Liouville field”. Rˆ = √gR(2) is a two dimensional
background curvature normalised so that 14π
∫
d2zRˆ = 2− 2h, where h is the genus of the
surface.
The central charges of the two theories are to be equal, i.e. c = 3k
k−2
−1 = 1+6Q2+1
which gives Q2 = 1k−2 . To have the (1,1) conformal dimension of the SL perturbation term
we have to put γ = −Q−1 = −√k − 2 with the radius of compactification of x being
R =
√
k , (4.2)
i.e. the same as the radius of the cigar far from the tip (see (3.2),(3.12)).
The MQM describes a theory which is slightly different from the SL theory (4.1):
ScM=1 =
1
4π
∫
d2z
[
(∂X)2 + (∂ϕ)2 + 2Rˆϕ+ µϕe−2ϕ + λe(R−2)ϕ cos R(XL −XR)
]
.
(4.3)
Here the central charge is always c = 26, due to the choice of the background charge Q = 2,
whereas the compactification radius R of X is arbitrary within the interval 1 < R < 2.
This choice corresponds to the central charge cM = 1 of the matter in the string theory.
Note that the coupling λ plays the role of the fugacity of vortices (windings) with charges
±1 on the world sheet, similar to the fugacity of vortices in the usual Sine-Gordon model.
However, the two theories (4.1) and (4.3) become the same for the zero value of the
“cosmological constant” µ = 0 (or rather in the limit y = µλ
2
R−2 → 0, see below) and the
radius R = 3/2, corresponding to the level k = 9/4 which is precisely the string theory
dilatonic black hole point in the coset description [2].
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In the matrix model approach of [1] it was found that for the model (4.3) the first-
quantized string partition function F(µ, λ) (which, in space-time interpretation, is essen-
tially the free energy, up to a constant inverse temperature factor β = 2πR), satisfies the
Toda equation:
1
4
λ−1∂λλ∂λF(λ, µ) + exp [F(λ, µ+ i) + F(λ, µ− i)− 2F(λ, µ)] = 1 , (4.4)
with the boundary condition given by the µ−1 ∼ gs expansion:
F(µ, 0) = −R
2
µ2log
µ
Λ
− 1
24
(
R+R−1
)
log
µ
Λ
+R
∞∑
h=2
µ−2(h−1)f˜
(R)
h +O(e
−2πµ) . (4.5)
Here f˜
(R)
h are the known coefficients and Λ is a UV cutoff on the world sheet (we will
drop the dependence on it below). The KPZ-DDK scaling following from the change of
the couplings induced by a shift of the zero mode of the Liouville field ϕ imposes the
constraints on the genus expansion of the free energy of the theory (4.3):
F(λ, µ) =
∞∑
h=0
Fh(λ, µ) , (4.6)
where
F0(λ, µ) = R
2−Rµ
2log λ+ λ
4
2−R f0(y) ,
F1(λ, µ) = − R+R
−1
12(2−R) log λ+ f1(y) ,
Fh(λ, µ) = (λ 22−R )2−2hfh(y) , h ≥ 2 ,
(4.7)
with
y ≡ µλ− 22−R .
The constants in front of the logarithmic terms are fixed by the boundary conditions (4.5)
and the KPZ-DDK scaling.
To isolate the genus 0 (2-sphere) contribution we may take µ very large (by keeping
y fixed). Then the equation (4.4) becomes:
1
4
λ−1∂λλ∂λF(λ, µ) + exp
[
∂2µF(λ, µ)
]
= 0. (4.8)
From here we can immediately find the free energy in the “black hole” limit y → 0 (more
precisely, for the Witten’s black hole case we need also to set R = 3/2 when (4.3) reduces
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to (4.1)). The relevant part of F0 is given by f0(0) in (4.7). Plugging the logarithmic term
from the first line of (4.7) into the r.h.s. of (4.8) we find
F0(λ, 0) = −C(R) λ 42−R , C(R) = 1
4
(2−R)2 . (4.9)
The coefficient C(R) can be, in principle, absorbed into the dimensionful parameter λ. 17
However, once it is chosen, it fixes all the subsequent terms in the genus expansion (4.7):
F(λ, 0) = −C(R)λ 42−R − R +R
−1
48
log λ
4
2−R +
∞∑
h=2
f
(R)
h λ
4−4h
2−R . (4.10)
Here f
(R)
h = fh(0) are universal functions of R different from f˜ ’s in (4.5). They can be, in
principle, determined from the eq. (4.4) (this has not yet been done).
Note that not only the scaling but also the sign of this matrix model result for the free
energy (4.9) is consistent with the expression (3.33) found from the “dilaton subtraction”
approach in the effective field theory.
4.2. Comments on interpretation of the matrix model result
We conclude that the MQM approach to the bosonic string theory in the black hole
background gives a non-zero universal genus 0 string partition function with the specific
dependence on the compactification radius R.
A thermodynamic interpretation of the black hole free energy depends very much on
how one changes the temperature of the system. At this stage we can take two different
points of view on thermodynamical interpretation of the result (4.10):
(i) following the argument of [1] we can assume that at least for R→ 32 the parameter
λ is a function of R, adjusted in a way that
F(λ) = 2π(R− 3
2
)M − R +R
−1
24
log M +
∞∑
h=2
f¯
(R)
h M
−h , (4.11)
where M ∼ [λ(R)] 42−R is an R-independent parameter associated with the mass of the
black hole. The coefficient R− 3
2
of the 2-sphere term is natural since it corresponds to the
result of the section 3 stating that the tree-level string partition function (i.e. space-time
17 Note that in principle we have to change the sign of F0 to the opposite if we want to work
in the physically relevant canonical ensemble (fixed N rather then fixed µ) within the MQM (see
[1] for the details).
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effective action) is zero at the Hawking temperature T = TH =
1
3π (T =
1
2πR , see (3.12)).
In that case the Hagedorn phase transition happens at this temperature, the fluctuations
of the energy are strong and we have to reconsider the usual thermodynamics based on
the Legendre transform, taking into account the one loop logarithmic correction (second
term in the r.h.s of (4.11)) and performing the integral over these fluctuations. The details
of this point of view on thermodynamics of the 2-d black hole and some of its physical
consequences can be found in [1].
(ii) we may try to adopt another point of view which seems more appropriate in
the context of the 2-d string theory model (4.3) or its MQM counterpart. Namely, we
may take the R-dependence of the power of λ in (4.9) seriously (the R-dependence of the
coefficient C(R) will not influence the following arguments) and view λ as R-independent
free parameter of the theory. Let us consider the partition function of an ensemble with
fixed and equal numbers n of vortices and anti-vortices of charges ±1, respectively, which
is represented by the contour integral (around zero):
expF(n) =
∮
dλ
2πiλ2n+1
expF0(λ, 0) , (4.12)
where F0(λ, 0) is given by (4.9). n shoud be even for the charge neutrality but it does not
matter for large values of n we shall consider here. The saddle point calculation (justified
for large n) gives:
F(n) = (2−R) n log Λ√
n
+O(n) , (4.13)
where we restored the dependence on the cutoff Λ resulting from the non-universal terms
in the MQM free energy.
It is natural to associate the R-dependent term in (4.13) with the mass term βM
M =
1
2π
n log
Λ√
n
, (4.14)
while the R-independent term - with the entropy S:
S = 2n log
Λ√
n
. (4.15)
We see that the free energy now vanishes not at the Hawking temperature R = 32 , as in
(4.11), but rather at the Kosterlitz-Thouless temperature TKT =
1
2πRKT
, RKT = 2.
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These formulas predict that at the Hawking temperature corresponding to R = 32 the
free energy F = −TF and the entropy are given by
F = −1
3
M , S = 4πM . (4.16)
The finiteness and string coupling scaling of F are consistent with the result (3.33) following
from the effective action approach (although they differ by sign in the ensemble with fixed
n). The expression for S is different from S = 3πM implied by (3.30) at T = TH =
1
3π .
As a consequence of the FZZ conjecture [36] the entropy (4.15) counts the number of
states of the 2-d black hole. This picture can be made quite precise in the MQM language
since we can explicitly write down the Hamiltonian Hˆn of evolution in imaginary time
β = 2πR in the sector with fixed (conserved) number n of vortex - anti-vortex pairs (see
Appendix). The Gibbs partition function of MQM is defined as
eF(n) = Trn e
−2πRHˆn , (4.17)
where the trace is taken over the Hilbert space of MQM states belonging to a reducible
representation describing n vortex - anti-vortex pairs. Our estimate for Fn is given by
the formula (4.13) extracted from the Toda equation. We see that the non-singlet states
have a large entropy ∼M typical of a black hole. It would be very instructive to derive it
directly from the Hamiltonian given in Appendix.
As we know from the collective field theory approach [37] to the singlet sector of the
MQM, such a Hamiltonian should produce an effective action for the tachyon scattering
amplitudes. This would be the most direct way to probe the background of this string
theory.
Let us stress that we do not want to insist on this second point of view as the only
possible approach to thermodynamics of the 2-d black hole. The above definition of the
temperature is natural only in the context of the model (4.3) or its MQM counterpart,
since they have a specific dependence of the string coupling on R. When we vary the
radius R (i.e. the inverse temperature) in this model we do not add or remove any new
matter fields from the system since the matter central charge is always fixed to be cM = 1,
while as in the coset WZW model (and the Sine-Liouville model (4.1)) we change cM when
changing R, as is clear from (4.2). Also, the mass of the black hole in the coset WZW
model does not a priori depend on R.
To prefer one of these two options we would have to perform a truely microscopic
calculation of thermodynamic properties of the system based on the MQM Hamiltonian.
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5. Concluding remarks
In this paper we tried to address some not yet well understood issues concerning
thermodynamic interpretation of the 2-d black hole in string theory. The main purpose
was to try to reconcile the old result of the effective action approach to this problem [4]
(generalizing it to the case of the exact black hole [8]) and the new result following from
the matrix model approach [1].
We have shown that starting with the exact conformal 2-d black hole background
(3.2),(3.3) and subtracting the dilatonic vacuum contribution from the free energy following
the procedure of [4] one finds the vanishing result. At the same time, the matrix model
calculation of [1] gave a non-zero result for the seemingly the same quantity. One possibility
to explain this discrepancy was suggested in [1]: the non-vanishing matrix theory result
for the tree-level free energy should be interpreted as a non-universal contribution which
is to be omitted in comparing with space-time theory.
Hovever, the matrix theory free energy given by the solution of the Toda equation
is automatically finite and looks rather universal: the non-universal IR divergent terms
are already absent there. This is unlike the effective field theory expression containing
the divergent dilaton vacuum contribution (3.17). The difference is obviously in how
the subtraction of the divergent vacuum contribution is done at the effective string field
theory and the matrix theory sides. We suggested that the string partition function in
the matrix model is a different quantity from the one given by the free energy (3.19) with
the “subtraction at the wall” prescription of [4] – the corresponding effective action should
instead be defined by the “dilaton subtraction” prescription of section 3.2. The advantage
of the latter recipe is that it is not related to any specific definition of the temperature
(which plays an important role in the approach of [4]).18
We have also proposed in section 4.2 a “microscopic” estimate for the entropy and the
mass of the black hole based on fact that the Toda equation solution in the matrix model
18 It was conjectured in [1] that in the matrix theory analog of the fermionic string (assuming it
exists) the expression for the sphere contribution to the free energy should vanish. That would be
in agreement with the vanishing of the “subtracted at the wall” free energy on the string theory
side (note that the exact black hole background in the supersymmetric case is given by (3.1) with
D− 10+4α′b2 = 0, α′b2 = 1
k
). However, the dilaton divergence subtraction of section 3.2 would
still give a non-vanishing result for the free energy in this case. A resolution of this contradiction
should await an actual construction of fermionic string analog of MQM.
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can be interpreted as a calculation of the ground state of the matrix Hamiltonian in the
relevant non-singlet representation of the U(N) symmetry of the model.
It remains an open and interesting problem of how to derive the boundary terms (2.7)
in string theory effective action and thus the black hole entropy (cf. [38]) directly from
the string sigma model path integral on 2-sphere.19 The local equations of motion (beta
function conditions of conformal invariance) do not “know” about the boundary terms in
the effective action, so this is the case which highlights the fundamental role of the string
sigma model partition function.
It is clear that we are still far from understanding of the general picture explaining
the thermodynamic behaviour of the 2-d black hole. Recent progress based on the matrix
model formulation gives hopes for a truely microscopic description of this interesting model.
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Appendix A. Hamiltonian of the matrix model in non-singlet representation
In the matrix model approach of [1,39] the model (4.3) is described by the MQM
Hamiltonian
Hˆ = − 1
2N
∆X − 1
2
trX2,
where X is an N × N hermitean matrix coordinate and ∆X is a Laplacian on the space
of hermitean matrices. The model has the SU(N) invariance and hence the states can be
classified according to representations of SU(N). For an arbitrary representation r the
Hamiltonian Hˆr can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues z1, · · · , zN of the matrix X
Hr = Pr
N∑
k=1
[− 1
2N
∂2
∂z2k
− N
2
z2k
]
+
1
4N
∑
i<j
τ̂ rij τ̂
r
ij
(zi − zj)2 . (A.1)
19 It may be useful to try to follow the analogy with the particle theory path integral represen-
tation for the logarithm of determinant of a Laplacian. Indeed, the local cutoff-dependent part of
it is given by the Seeley coefficients containing bulk and boundary terms.
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Pr is a projector onto the subspace of all zero weight vectors in the space of representation
(i.e. the kernel space of the generators of the Cartan subalgebra) and τ̂ rij are the N
2
generators in this representation (see [39,40] for details).
The (reducible) representation describing the dynamics of n vortex - anti-vortex pairs
in the system corresponds to the character
χn(Ω) = (trΩ)
n(trΩ†)n ,
where Ω ∈ Adj[SU(N)] (see [39] and [1] for the explanation of the connection between rep-
resentations and vortex - anti-vortex configurations). This representation (which we shall
denote using index n instead of general label r) is just a direct product of n fundamental
and n anti-fundamental representations. The dimension of the representation is N2n, the
projector Pn is
Pn = (11×, . . . ,×11︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
, 11×, . . . ,×11︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
) , (A.2)
where 11 is the N ×N unity matrix and the generators are defined by the following action
on an arbitrary N ×N matrix A
N∑
i,j=1
τ̂nijAij =
n∑
m=1
[
11×, . . . ,×11︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−1
×A× 11×, . . . ,×11︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−m
11×, . . . ,×11︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
− 11×, . . . ,×11︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
11×, . . . ,×11︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−1
×A × 11×, . . . ,×11︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−m
]
.
(A.3)
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